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History

1. We had a truck taller than 8 foot 0 inches 

unsuccessfully try to drive under the driveway canopy.

2. The insurance company offered us about $17,000 to 

rebuild the canopy.

3. Brad Dahn, as Board of Church Properties director, had 

an engineer review the structure and concluded that 

replacement rather than rebuilding would end up 

safer.



History

4. Brad then tried to get competitive estimates from 

several general contractors.

5. The first proposal came in above $80,000.

6. Two other contractors first indicated interest then 

decided not to bid the project.

7. A project team was put together to help Brad evaluate 

replacing the canopy.



History

8. While considering the canopy replacement, the 

building committee thought it would be an opportune 

time to consider a lobby expansion.

9. Brad was then given the name of Eric Haataja of 

HAATAJA CONSTRUCTION

10. Eric Haataja helped Brad work through the details of 

rebuilding the canopy and provided an estimate of 

$49,000 which convinced the insurance company 

increase the insurance money.



History

11. Eric Haataja also then put Brad in touch with Eric 

Smith an architectural designer.

12. Eric Smith was hired by St Johns to draw up a set of 

plans so Eric Haataja could get competitive pricing 

from subcontractors.

Proposals included electrical work from Marchell

Electric and Samuelson Laney Mechanical.



History

13. Eric Smith also made drawings so St Johns could make 
decisions on how to finish the bell tower with borders 
and crosses. (turned out great)

14. At this point the project team has decided that the 
price from HAATAJA CONSTRUCTION would work for a 
starting point for a decision from St Johns voters.
Final design input from a structural engineer to size 
structural components for the canopy and addition will 
give adequate information to Eric Smith to make a 
working drawing set.



History

15. Mechanical and electrical drawings will be provided by 

those subcontractors.

16. The project team recommends that the Voters 

approve the construction of the entry addition at the 

same time as the canopy replacement is done to 

optimize coordination and cost.



Picture 1 Outside view of canopy and new entryway



Picture 2 Sliding door entrance



Picture 3 Inside view



Picture 4 Inside view from our existing lobby



Picture 5 Overhead/cut-away view







Estimate



Estimates from Contractor continued



Estimate from Marchell Electric



Estimate from Samuelson Laney



So What’s the Bottom Line?

Bid from HAATAJA Contracting $165,630

Contingencies 10% $16,563

Total project  $182,193

Money from insurance company   $48,872

LOAN Required w/10% contingency  $133,321

Loan W/O contingency   $116,758



Loan Possibilities (based on 4%)

LOAN YEARS PAYMENT ANNUAL

$133,321 10 $1,349.81 $16,197.72

$133.321 20 $807.90 $9694.80

$116,758 10 $1,182.12 $14,185.44

$116,758 20 $707.53 $8490.36



Motion from special building committee on canopy replacement

The voters of St Johns approve the recommendation to use 

the money from the insurance company (approximately 

$49,000) to replace the damaged (and now removed) 

canopy and provide additional funding (approximately 

$133,000) to add a 19 x 36 addition to the entryway as 

shown on drawings provided by Eric Smith and in 

conjunction with proposal from HAATAJA Construction 

dated 9/24/2020. The exact financing for this project is to 

be coordinated by the PPC. 


